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ABSTRACT
Discourse on the outsourcing of commercial aircraft production has taken place in the
fields of economics and labor studies, each with differing observations. Cloud (2011) and
Greenberg et al. (2010) argue Boeing’s pervasive outsourcing, with the goal of cutting labor
costs and maximizing profits, has negatively impacted Boeing’s workers and labor unions. On
the other hand, economics research suggests outsourcing will create greater productivity,
resulting in job creation and higher domestic wages (Ruffin, 2002; Zhao and Makoto, 2010). The
787 Dreamliner production model challenges this assumption. The 787 strategy caused financial
losses for Boeing, while simultaneously weakening IAM District 751 and SPEEA Local 2001.
Denning (2013), Tang and Zimmerman (2009) provide evidence Boeing over-utilized
outsourcing, which I integrate with labor’s critique. I focus on the 787 three-tier supply chain
and final assembly plant in Charleston, South Carolina. I conclude highlighting the experiences
of three local Boeing workers and one union official. I contend that Boeing curtailing further
outflow from the Puget Sound may benefit both Boeing and the local workforce.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last twenty years Boeing has begun to move factors of commercial aircraft
production away from the Puget Sound. A divergence from previous production strategies has
been especially evident on the 787 Dreamliner. Boeing announced development of its “game
changer” in 2004.1 This quickly attracted market attention due to its promise of high fuel
efficiency and increased passenger comfort. While the Dreamliner has been the fastest selling
plane in aviation history, it’s also one of the most flawed models of production.2
To reduce costs and development time, Boeing produced the 787 using an
unconventional three-tier supply chain. The implementation of which led to a substantial rise in
outsourcing. Boeing outsourced 70% of production on the Dreamliner, a record level within the
company. Workers at Boeing perceive the rise in outsourcing as one of the main threats to job
security.3
Boeing’s fundamental goal was to keep manufacturing and assembly costs low while
spreading the financial risks to global partners.4 Rather than assembling the thousands of
components in the Puget Sound, Boeing took the role of system integrator. Fifty outsourcing
partners in eleven countries assembled complete aircraft sections. These whole sections were
then delivered to Everett and assembled in three short days.5 The production strategy led to

1

“Boeing 787 Dreamliner Provides New Solutions for Airlines, Passengers,” Boeing Co., Accessed April 26,
2014, http://www.boeing.com/boeing/commercial/787family/background.page.
2
Chistopher S. Tang, and Joshua D. Zimmerman. “Managing New Product Development and Supply Chain
Risks: The Boeing 787 Case,” Supply Chain Forum: An International Journal 10, no. 2 (2009):74.
3
Lynn Lunsford, “ Outsourcing at Crux of Boeing Strike,” The Wall Street Journal, September 8, 2008,
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB122083149762108451.
4
Ian McCarthy and Angela Anagnostou, “The Impact of Outsourcing on the Transaction Costs and the
Boundaries of Manufacturing.” International Journal of Production Economics 88 (2003): 62.
5
David Pritchard and Alan McPherson, “Outsourcing US Commercial Aircraft Technology and Innovation:
Implications for the Industry’s long term design and build capability,” Canada-United States Trade Center
Occasional Paper, no. 29 (2004):2.
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billions in cost overruns, years of delays, and mechanical failures.6 Meanwhile, a South Carolina
supplier’s failure to meet delivery deadlines resulted in Boeing’s purchase of the company. This
contributed in the company’s decision to build a 787 final assembly plant adjacent to the
facility.7 For the first time in company history, a final assembly would be located away from the
Puget Sound. Local workers, already feeling threatened by high levels of outsourcing, viewed it
as a move to decrease union jobs and force collective bargaining concessions.8
The International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers District 751 (IAM
751) and Society of Professional Engineering Employees in Aerospace Local 2001 (SPEEA
2001) have both been impacted by Boeing’s shifting production methods. The unions,
representing 67,000 local machinists, engineers, and technical workers, blame job relocation and
outsourcing for weakening union power.
In 2011, Boeing maneuvered its way out of a National Labor Relations Board complaint
against Boeing for building a 787 plant in South Carolina.9 This monumental decision gave
Boeing a springboard to search out competing states to build the 777X.10 The unions, wanting to

6

Dominic Gates, “ Boeing Celebrates 787 Delivery as program’s cost top $32 billion,” The Seattle Times,
September 24, 2011, http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2016310102_boeing25.html. Details the
cost overruns and missteps that brought the project over budget.
7
Boeing purchased Vought Enterprises in S.C., builder of 787 rear fuselages. Boeing, already having major
sub-assembly work done in the region, coupled with a non-unionized workforce, contributed to management
decision to build a second 787 assembly plant in Charleston, SC. The 2011 NLRB complaint details Boeing’s
rationale. Within, it cites multiple media reports with Boeing management talking about the decision.
“National Labor Relations Board Complaint and Notice of Hearing,” NLRB Region 19. April 20, 2011.
http://www.nlrb.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/basic-page/node-3310/cpt_19-ca-032431_boeing__4-202011_complaint_and_not_hrg.pdf.
8
Eric Pyne, “Boeing to fight NLRB complaint on 787 South Carolina plant,” The Seattle Times, April 20,
2011, http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2014824566_charleston21.html. Statement made by 751
president Tom Wroblewski.
9
Steve Greenhouse, “ Labor Board Drops Case Against Boeing After Union Reaches Accord,” The New York
Times, December 9, 2011. IAM 751 asked the labor drop the complaint in exchange for Boeing agreeing to build
the new 737 Max in Renton, WA.
10
Dominic Gates, “Machinists say yes, secure 777X for Everett,” The Seattle Times, January 3, 2014.
http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2022593956_machinistsunionvotexml.html.
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keep the project in the region, conceded worker pensions. The state government increased tax
incentives and state spending on aerospace infrastructure. One union representative called it “a
corporate extortion plan by Boeing trying to make aerospace a race to the bottom.”11Boeing’s
behavior signals a desire to move away from the Puget Sound and its unionized workers.
Ironically, on the 787, the strategy has not led to higher profits or more satisfied customers.
Management at Boeing has admitted that perhaps it did overextend outsourcing. Boeing
Commercial Chief Executive Officer said, “We spent a lot more money in trying to recover than
we ever would have spent if we’d tried to keep the key technologies closer to home.”12 While
acknowledging implementing a flawed model on the 787, Boeing continues moving jobs from
the Puget Sound. Vice president of engineering Michael Delaney says the company is committed
to being “a larger, more globally competitive company with expanded production capacity and a
more geographically diverse manufacturing and engineering footprint.”13 Although not
mentioned explicitly, work stoppages and machinist strikes have contributed to the company’s
movement from the region.

Launched in November, 2013, the 777X is Boeing’s newest commercial aircraft. It shares similar
composite technologies to the 787 and will be the largest and most efficient twin-engine jet in the world. It boasts
the lowest operating costs per a seat, attracting buyers for long-range international flight. –“777X details and
specifications,” The Boeing Co., http://www.newairplane.com/777x/.
11
Doug Cunningham, “Extremely Upset IAM District 751 Workers File NLRB Charges, Demand Re-Vote On
Boeing ‘Corporate Extortion Plan,” Workers Independent Radio, January 7, 2014,
http://laborradio.org/2014/01/extremely-upset-iam-district-751-workers-file-nlrb-charges-and-demand-re-voteon-boeing-corporate-extortion-plan/.
12
Stephen Denning, “Boeing’s Offshoring Woes: Seven Lessons every CEO Must Learn,” Strategy and
Leadership 41, no. 3 (2013): 29.
13
Aubrey Cohen, “Boeing moving engineering work out of Washington,” The Seattle P.I., May 31, 2013,
http://www.seattlepi.com/business/boeing/article/Boeing-moving-engineering-work-out-of-Washington4565734.php.
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Outsourcing and Mechanical Issues

The 787s problems have persisted past development and production stages. Most
troubling are the mechanical issues occurring on in service aircraft. Since first delivery to All
Nippon Airways in 2011, Boeing has dealt with problem software systems, engines, wings,
hydraulics, and fuel tank leaks.14 As shown throughout my thesis, these issues are mostly the
result of component production and system integration done by suppliers, and not internal to
Boeing.15 The plane’s lithium ion batteries have proven the most costly and raised the biggest
safety concerns. January of 2013, batteries on two 787s caught fire, leading the FAA to ground
the entire fleet for three months.16 Boeing never found the precise cause for the battery fires, but
redesigned the battery system and implemented safety measures to contain future issues. Despite
the precautions, approximately a year after the first fire, a battery in a Japan Airlines airliner
caught fire and emitted gases.17 These and a plethora of similar problems have damaged public
trust in Boeing, while raising public scrutiny about quality control of production.
The assembly stage of production has remained equally problematic. In February, 2014,
machinists at the 787 assembly plant in Everett, Washington, reported receiving fuselages with
wiring and hydraulic lines missing.18 Everett receives the fuselages from Boeing’s new facility
in North Charleston, South Carolina, where production problems have persisted for several

14

David Schaper,“Problems Linger for Boeing’s Flagship 787 Airliner,” NPR, February, 25, 2014,
http://www.npr.org/2014/02/25/282431939/boeings-787-dreamliner-can-t-shake-major-malfunction-issues.
15
The caveat to that are the production issues on the 787 assembly line in Charleston, South Carolina.
16
Dominic Gates, “787 Grounded, but Boeing to keep building,” The Seattle Times, January 16, 2013,
http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2020148677_787groundedxml.html.
17
Rubert Wingfield Hayes, “Boeing 787 Aircraft grounded after battery problem in Japan,” BBC, January
14, 2014, http://www.bbc.com/news/business-25737515.
18
Dominic Gates, “ 787 assembly problems in Charleston drag on Everett,” The Seattle Times, February 3,
2014, http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2022830424_boeingcharlestonxml.html.
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years. March, 2014, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, makers of Boeing’s 787 carbon fiber wings,
found cracks in the wings of forty planes still in the assembly stage of production.19 Continual
global production issues coupled with a survey of past production models (where Boeing kept
sub-assembly in house), supports my argument that Boeing pursued a flawed business model.
My analysis on the 787 model of production includes an inquiry into management
motivation for radically diverging from previous production strategies, its final outcome, and
impact on Puget Sound workers. Despite efforts to cut costs, all evidence shows Boeing has not
created additional value.20 In the process, it has weakened IAM 751 and SPEEA 2001 through
losses to jobs, benefits and bargaining power.21 Boeing adopted a high risk model on an aircraft
which won’t profit until 2020 at the earliest.22 Although there is a learning curb and high upfront costs for any new project, past project do not match the enormous cost overruns of the 787.
Analysts expected the development costs alone to be $5.8 billion. These costs ended up being
over $15 billion.23 Furthermore, statements made by Boeing management suggest they knew
these decisions had a high potential of being unprofitable. This leads to a conclusion that
Boeing’s calculus was directed at weakening the power of IAM District 751 and SPEEA Local
2001.24

19

Jad Mouawad, “Wing Cracks Delay Boeing 787 Assembly,” March 7, 2014, New York Times.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/08/business/wing-cracks-delay-boeing-787-assembly.html?_r=0.
20
Dominic Gates, “ Boeing Celebrates 787 Delivery as costs top $32 billion,” The Seattle Times,
September 24, 2011. http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2016310102_boeing25.html.
21
Dominic Gates, “777X vote shows bitter rift in Machinists leadership,” The Seattle Times, November 16,
2013. http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2022276110_boeingmachinistproposalxml.html.
22
Dominic Gates, “Boeing Celebrates 787 Delivery as program’s costs top $32 billion,” The Seattle Times.
23
Daniel Ferry, “Will the 787 Dreamliner Be Profitable at Last?,” The Motley Fool, October 24, 2013.
http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2013/10/24/will-the-787-dreamliner-be-profitable-at-last-for.aspx.
24
“Documents show Boeing saw Charleston as riskiest option for 787,” IAM 751, November, 2011.
http://www.iam751.org/pages/news/9262011.html. The documents, part of NLRB complaint against Boeing,
show that Boeing execs saw Charleston the highest risk option studies, it would have long-term negative impacts
on program profitability, Charleston workers would not be as productive, and two 787 lines 3,000 miles apart
would cause “skill dilution”.
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The question of Boeing’s movement from the region is of critical importance to the Puget
Sound, as a large share of the local economy relies on the Boeing and its local suppliers.25 The
aerospace giant is the Unites State’s largest exporter and also Washington State’s largest
employer, totaling 72,900 jobs.26 Boeing has five plants in the state, all in the central Puget
Sound. Furthermore, 175 aerospace firms support Boeing, with an additional 1,175 locations for
aerospace- related businesses.27 These businesses support another 253,400 jobs across the state.28
There are few United States corporations who can claim such economic benefits concentrated in
one region.
Boeing’s revenues in 2012 totaled $48.9 billion, with $7.2 billion paid in wages and $3.3
billion in tax revenues.29 The median wages paid to employees is $96,684, as compared to a
statewide median household income of $56,444.30 The high-quality jobs, rich history in the
region, and enormous economic contributions, are why Puget Sound residents take pride and
embrace its local presence. More than anything, they value its job opportunities and want to
protect the jobs for generations to come.
Rather than implicating Boeing as the sole actor responsible for an economic shift from
the Puget Sound, I address other contextual factors. Economic policies have liberalized the
marketplace, allowing Boeing access to new markets. East Asia is one of the most important
25

Washington Aerospace Partnership. http://www.washington-aerospace.com/. The WAP November,
2013 report provides the most recent data quantifying Boeing’s impact to the Puget Sound(direct, indirect, and
induced benefits). The Partnership is a collaboration of industry, labor, and government “working together to
ensure Washington State continues to be a thriving global leader in aerospace excellence.” WAP develops policies
facilitating the building of new aircraft in Washington. They work to gather support of state legislators, citizens,
and union members. This 87 page report was used to urge passage of legislation awarding WA the 777X contract,
including tax incentives and aerospace training at local educational institutions.
26
“Aerospace Impact Analysis”, ii.
27
Ibid.
28
253,400 supported jobs comes from indirect and induced impacts, including supply chains, vendor
sales, and additional income created and spent throughout the state economy (multiplier effects).
29
Ibid. iii-iv.
30
Ibid.,ii.
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markets, playing a strategic role in the production of Boeing’s commercial aircraft.
Governmental deregulation creates a climate where Boeing, being the “rational actor,” seeks the
lowest cost production inputs. While not fully implicating access to global markets for the
problems at Boeing, I show this is a fundamental cause for transforming models of production.
In a free-market society, Boeing’s actions are perfectly legal. Therefore, some may
question if I then am critiquing the free market system. I am most certainly not. I’m a proponent
of the free market, believing it has aided in Puget Sound’s prosperity. A thriving aerospace
industry is driven by fair competition. Presented are the facts about the 787 Dreamliner case and
how Boeing over-utilized the global market in search of gains.31 The liberalized policies were the
harbinger of change. Does that mean the policies are bad? Not necessarily, there have been great
benefits for some workers, consumers, and regions, and losses for others. The issue has many
nuances, and it’s still true today that Boeing does much greater local economic good than any
harm. What I hope to articulate is that in this instance, not only did the production decisions and
outcome do harm to the workers, it did not lead to greater gains for Boeing. This is not simply
the case of one corporation; this is the interplay between an industry intertwined with
governments, international bodies, and other industries.
Paper Organization
My thesis is organized in to three chapters, each analyzing a different facet of the
research problem. Chapter I provides a historical overview of commercial aircraft production in
the Puget Sound. This is followed by a spotlight on IAM District 751 and SPEEA Local 2001,

31

It is my position that Boeing over-utilized the market by partnering with un-tested suppliers for 787
sub-assembly, system integration, and building the second 787 assembly line to Charleston, South Carolina.
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and each of their roles in growing commercial aircraft production. I then focus on policy changes
creating a globally integrated marketplace.
Chapter II lays out the specifics of the 787 supply chain, South Carolina 787 assembly,
and causes of production failures. The final chapter shows how Puget Sound workers have been
affected by production changes, including losses to jobs, benefits, and collective bargaining
agreements. I end with the narratives of three Boeing workers and one union official. Their
personal experiences showcase the local impact of Boeing. I conclude by recapitulating my
analysis of the case study, and how this research may be used in future studies.
LITERATURE REVIEW
A significant amount of research has been devoted toward unpacking the effects of
production outsourcing. I focused on the insights found in economics, political economy,
business management, and labor studies. Gathering knowledge from varying epistemologies
provides me a compressive springboard to explore the research problem.
Economists studying international trade are often interested in its aggregate effect on the
economy. They find an open market may negatively impact a segment of the population.
However, if an economy has overall growth, an economist would conclude that trade is a net
positive.32 Economists studying industrial organization focus on the behavior of an individual

32

Paul Krugman, “Increasing Returns, Monopolistic Competition, and International Trade,” Journal of
International Economics 9, no.4 (1979): 476-478. 3.2,“effects of trade”. General equilibrium model, trade opened
between two economies with zero transportation costs.
Avinash K. Dixit, and Joseph E. Stiglitz. “Monopolistic Competition and Optimum Product Diversity”.
American Economic Review 67 (1977): 297-298.
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firm. To produce goods as efficiently as possible, production inputs must be attained at the
lowest cost. Firm outsourcing is considered optimal if it creates operational efficiency.33
Paul Krugman’s work in international trade theory (or “new trade theory”) aids in our
knowledge of how firms make gains from trade.34 He shows that gains may occur between
countries with identical resources and technology. Previous research had focused on trade
between countries with dissimilar resources and technology, based on the laws of comparative
advantage.35 Gains come from intra-industry specialization due to scale economies internal to
firms. Applying the model to Boeing, profits have led to increased size and economies of scale,
and therefore decreased marginal costs. With a desire for operational efficiency, Boeing
specializes in engineering and final assembly, while countries with similar endowments (e.g.
Japan, Italy) specialize in components.36
Holger Gorg finds outsourcing directly correlates to increased plant productivity.37 He
argues benefits accrue when a multinational firm outsources inefficient factors of production.38
The firm purchases high-quality intermediate outputs (Boeing- aircraft components) and focuses
resources on its most proficient capabilities. He includes the caveat that substantial costs to
outsourcing, such as transportation, have the potential to cancel out any cost savings.39 He

33

Holger Gorg,” Productivity effects of International Outsourcing, evidence from plant level data,”
Canadian Journal of Economics 41, no 2 (2008): 671-73. Includes a lit review of research using industry level data,
and introduces original research using plant-level data. The lit-review is an insightful discussion of outsourcing and
productivity.
34
Paul Krugman, “The Increasing Returns Revolution in Trade and Geography,” Nobel Prize Lecture,
Princeton University, December 8, 2008.
35
David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (London: John Murray, 1817), see
chapter VI on Foreign Trade.
36
Paul Krugman, “Increasing Returns, Monopolistic Competition, and International Trade,” Journal of
International Economics 9, no.4 (1979): 469.
37
Holger Gorg,” Productivity effects of International Outsourcing, evidence from plant level data,” 676.
38
The parts of production the firm does least efficiently, such as labor intensive low-skilled work.
39
Ibid., 677.
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concludes stating that in general, exporters like Boeing, already embedded in international
production networks, will face lower costs and risks.40
The contribution of Ben Kitcher et al. is through econometric analysis, specifically the
Cobb- Douglass (1922) production function, Q(L,K)=ܮܣఉ  ܭఈ .41Their research focus is on third
variable (ܭሻ, or total factor productivity (TFP). TFP accounts for other impacting variables
beyond capital and labor. Outsourcing performance is contingently dependent on how TFP
combines with labor and capital.
The researchers unpack the total factor productivity component using the Ishikawa
diagram (1990); breaking down variables influencing TFP.42 Sub-variables are broken down
even further until each can be individually measured. They address four pertinent situations:
customer, financial, internal business process, and learning and growth.43 Kitcher et al. use the
example of an aerospace company considering different engine component suppliers. They look
at all contingent factors (e.g. reputation, location) before making a decision to outsource.
Exercising this method allows firms to more accurately assess if outsourcing decision will be
profitable. This conveys that outsourcing is not a panacea, and doing so will not always be
beneficial. Although I cannot empirically prove Boeing did not take such precautions, copious
supplier failures would suggest they did not go to any such length.44

40

Ibid.
Ben Kitcher, Ian McCarthy, Sam Turner, and Keith Ridgway, “Understanding the effects of outsourcing:
unpacking the total factor productivity variable,” Production Planning and Control: The Management of Operations
no 4-5 (2013): 308. The output (y), is the quantity of goods produced, in this case aircraft, and the inputs (L,K), are
capital and labor. K is the total factor productivity, or tfp . This is an algebraic expression relating production
output to production input.
42
Ibid,313.
43
Ibid. 308-309.
44
Stephen Denning, “Boeing’s Offshoring Woes: Seven Lessons every CEO Must Learn,” Strategy and
Leadership, 29. Denning and others highlight the unforeseen issue with Boeing’s increase in outsourcing. Boeing
explicitly states that the 787 model was intended to speed up development, spread costs and financial risks.
41
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Feenstra and Hanson focus in on outsourcings effects to the labor market. They find that
the United States outsourcing to dissimilar countries, such as Mexico, has driven up wage
inequality.45 U.S. corporations shift away from labor intensive manufacturing, injecting capital in
to Mexico for lower cost production inputs. These firms then focus endogenous spending on
inputs which are intensive on skilled labor. The shift of resources creates a drop in U.S. demand
for unskilled labor, having the effect of lowering wages. While Mexico is not a major partner in
aerospace, Boeing’s FDI has had a similar effect. This is demonstrated by the 787 supply chain
and decreased low skilled assembly jobs relative to previous projects.46
Zhao and Okamura’s research looks at the wage effects of outsourcing in the Southern
hemisphere. Their method of analysis is game theory using the examples of Boeing and Airbus.47
They find if wages in the host country are significantly high, outsourcing will benefit both the
firm and union.48 However, if wages are significantly lower, outsourcing will drive down union
wages. They encourage strategic outsourcing as a way for Boeing to have a competitive
advantage over Airbus. Sven Arndt concurs, saying it enhances a producer’s ability to deal with
foreign competition.49
Stephen Denning, an expert in management strategies, focuses specifically on the case
study of 787 outsourcing and supply chain. He indicts Boeing management for failing to
45

Robert C. Feenstra, and Gordon H. Hanson, “Foreign Direct Investment and Relative Wages: Evidence
From Mexico’s Maquiladoras,” Journal of International Economics 42 (1997): 371.
46
In chapter III I correlate the 787 supply chain/outsourcing with a decrease in low skilled jobs. I do not
outright claim this as a contribution to macro level effects of wage inequality, yet it would be reasonable to
suggest that Boeing’s practices are generally the kind that contributes.
47
Lex Zhao, and Makoto Okamura, “Competing to Outsource in the South,” Review of International
Economics 18, no. 3 (2010): 427.
48
Ibid., 428. In the case of FDI, the authors cite the example of high wages in China’s cost cities. They say
the competition will still benefit firm, unions, and host country. This is supported by empirical evidence on
increased plant productivity and rising domestic wages between 1997-2004. During that period, wages among lowskilled workers rose 6.3%. They go on to say that FDI may diffuse a protectionist threat.
49
Sven W Arnt, “Globalization and the Open Economy,” North American Journal of Economics and Finance
8, no. 1 (1997): 75.
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calculate the full costs of increasing outsourcing on the 787. “In analyzing offshoring, firms must
get beyond rudimentary cost calculations focused on short-term profit, such as the cost of labor,
and instead consider the total cost and risk of extended supply chains”.50 A myriad of media
reports back up the charge that Boeing only looked at a small set of factors, namely capital and
labor inputs.51 Denning goes on to explain that the problem isn’t exclusive to Boeing. “It is found
throughout the economy, devastating whole industries, and hampering United States ability to
compete long term. “52 He suggests U.S. firms start thinking about returning manufacturing
stateside.53 Hary Mosser, founder of the Reshoring initiative, claims that while offshoring may
cost 30% less than producing goods in the U.S., the total (and often overlooked) costs may add to
more than 30%.54
Christopher Tang and Joshua Zimmerman take an even greater focus on Boeing’s 787
supply chain, highlighting the suppliers most responsible for production problems.55 They find
South Carolina’s Vought Enterprises to be a main contributor. This implicates Boeing’s domestic
suppliers as much as foreign.

50

Stephen Denning, “Boeing’s Offshoring Woes: Seven Lessons every CEO Must Learn,” Strategy and
Leadership 41, no. 3 (2013): 30.
51
Stephen Denning, “ What Went Wrong at Boeing?”, Forbes, January 13, 2013,
http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2013/01/21/what-went-wrong-at-boeing/.
52
Ibid.
53
Stephen Denning, “Boeing’s Offshoring Woes: Seven Lessons every CEO Must Learn,” 31. Although a
call to return manufacturing stateside may be at odds with past evidence on the benefits of outsourcing, using the
example of the 787, Denning argues firms like Boeing over-extended outsourcing efforts .He references the
Reshoring initiative analytic tool enabling companies to calculate the full costs and risks of outsourcing, the Total
Cost of Ownership Estimator.
54
Ibid., 31.
55
Chistopher S. Tang, and Joshua D. Zimmerman. “Managing New Product Development and Supply Chain
Risks: The Boeing 787 Case.” Supply Chain Forum: An International Journal 10, no. 2 (2009): 74-75.
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Economic geography literature addresses the− “location of factors of production in
space.”56 Again, Krugman produced valuable insights, showing how a producer who serves two
markets considers location.57 Previous work only addressed producers serving internal markets.
Given the example of a producer considering either one or two plants, considerations include
worker cost of living or transportation costs.58 We can use Krugman’s insights to think about
Boeing decision to open a second 787 assembly plant in South Carolina. Although transportation
costs exist for moving components and aircraft sections from Charleston to Everett, other
advantages may outweigh costs, thus contributing to Boeing’s decision to move.59
Steve Wilhelm proclaiming “the South is winning,” writes about Boeing’s move and
causes for growing industrial concentration. He cites lower costs, job hungry political leaders
(enticing firms with subsidies), and a non-unionized workforce as motivators for relocation to the
region.60 The auto and aerospace industry also share cutting edge technologies. “The synergy
between those industries has helped the South build a formidable network of engineers and
engineering skills.”61 This has resulted in trans-local firms such as BMW, General Electric, and
Airbus, to take advantage of the region’s growing specialization.
Government relinquishing control of the aerospace industry has awarded Boeing its
ability to outsource. Outsourcing as defined by Daniel Horgos is “the procurement of inputs from
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an external supplier.”62 John Bowen outlines how trade liberalization garnered Boeing access to
global suppliers. Boeing in turn set up what Bowen calls global production networks (GPNs); a
complex linkage of firms across space.63 Lower production costs from GPNs helped give Boeing
the competitive advantage over smaller aircraft producers, turning the industry in to an even
greater oligopoly. Boeing’s trans-border relationships are reliant on government institutions, and
augmented by national economic development efforts.64
Airline deregulation had a similar effect. It lowered the cost of travel and brought air
carriers to new international locations. This in turn drove up demand for aircraft and increased
sales for Boeing. Hamilton and Quinlan’s empirical findings go even further in their support of
liberalization. Using quantitative analysis, they show commercial airliners built in the US and
EU have increasingly been sold on both sides of the Atlantic, thus mutually benefitting both
economies. The authors say the data proves liberalization has created a “healthy two way
street.”65 They call for even greater liberalization by allowing universal cross border competition.
Boeing’s production model is directly tied to the effects of trade liberalization.
Dana Cloud’s research looks at how liberalization (referred to by her as neoliberalism)
has altered Boeing’s behavior and impacted the unions.66 She argues that neoliberalism, “a
global economic regime characterized by off-loading, offshoring, and lean production”, has
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weakened Boeing’s unions and forced concessions.67 Dually implicated is union leadership, and
what she calls the “corporate unionists”.68 These are leaders who have overly- cooperated with
Boeing management to the detriment of the rank and file. She highlights the stories of dissident
groups within the unions who have agitated for greater union democracy. Cloud argues these
groups are vital to restoring union power and thus the American middle-class. Despite her focus
on broader economic change and weakening unions, she incorporates the 787 production
techniques within her critique. A division between leadership and the rank and file is clearly seen
in the 2014 IAM 751 contract extension. The contract which ended pensions for new hires, is the
product of earlier concessions and legalizing Boeing’s movement of production to South
Carolina
Similar to Dana Cloud, Edward Greenberg, Leon Grunberg, Sara Moore, and Patricia
Sikora expose how company transition has affected Boeing workers. Results were gathered using
surveys given to 1,100 respondents from 1997-2006, as well a wide cross-section of interviews.
As Boeing underwent developments such as mergers, layoffs, outsourcing, and global partnering,
the research measured employee attitudes and opinions.69 Their results show that, as Boeing
adopted lean production techniques in the mid-1990s, unskilled or semi-skilled workers began to
feel the effects of job insecurity. Boeing launched the787 program near the end of their study
period. At that time, the company begun to outsource high-skilled work like engineering and
programming. They found engineers and other knowledge workers began to feel the same fears
as low skilled workers.70 Their core argument is that Boeing unnecessarily inflicted harm on its
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workforce. They contend this is emblematic of what is happening to other American companies
and should be a cautionary tale for business.
The economic literature finds outsourcing to be an overall positive for the economy. It
acknowledges that workers in manufacturing are likely to experience negative effects, but points
to demand growth in other sectors as increasing the overall welfare of the population. The
business literature specifically focuses on the 787 business model, with a consensus that
Boeing’s pursued a flawed model of production. The labor research moves beyond critiquing a
flawed business model, focusing on the real- life impact to the men and women of Boeing. Each
approach provides a unique way to look at Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner production decisions.
METHODS
Design
I approached the research problem using a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods.
This reflects a multidisciplinary pursuit toward knowledge creation, integrating diverse
perspectives for a greater breadth of understanding.71 Developing an inclusive method is
respectful of disciplines from both the humanities and social sciences, each with important
insight into the research problem.
Quantitatively, the research design extrapolates from statistical data pertaining to
employment numbers, project spending, subsidies, outsourcing percentages, and units of
production.72 The numerical data is meant as a tool for qualitative analysis, plugged into the
main body of research. This is qualitative in nature and uses word description in exploration of a
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main theme, the economic transition at Boeing. The case study is formatted in a chronological
narrative.
At the foundation is a historical discussion of the main actors involved, Boeing and the
labor unions. This is followed by a narrative detailing the catalyst for Boeing’s development and
production of the 787. The variables I identified for analysis are Boeing management, 787
production, geographies (Puget Sound, South Carolina), Boeing unions (IAM 751, SPEEA
2001), and policy. Without presenting a quantitative analysis, I seek to identify a cause and effect
relationship between each.
Additionally, four unstructured interviews were conducted with Boeing workers. These
give personal insight into the how management decisions impact worker’s lives. These
interviews are informal and anecdotal in nature. Nonetheless, their lived experiences provide
valuable insight. Each interview revolves around a similar theme of personal narrative and
perception of Boeing’s production decision. I correlate the interviews with research by Edward
Greenberg et al. and Dana Cloud. Both conducted surveys and interviews on Boeing engineers,
managers, machinists, and technical workers.73 Their research informed themes in my line of
questioning.
Procedure
Data was collected and analyzed from equal parts primary and secondary sources.
Primary sources include timely news stories on 787 production and resulting labor conflicts,
Washington Aerospace Partnership, the National Labor Relations Board vs. Boeing, and
Washington State Legislature spending packages. Secondary sources came from academic
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literature classified into four broad categories. These are labor studies, business management,
political economy, and economics. Each distinctly contributed toward a better understanding of
the problem.
The labor Studies literature details the history of the unions, and their tumultuous
relationship with Boeing. It may also include how the structural changes at Boeing impacts
workers. The business management literature analyzes Boeing management decisions and
production protocol. The literature I classified as political economy analyzes the institutions and
policies which liberalized the aerospace industry. The economics literature provides a theoretical
framework for the production, transportation, and consumption of goods or services. In this
instance, that good is 787 commercial aircraft. The theoretical framework covers international
trade, economic geography, production, and firm behavior. International trade theory and
economic geography puts Boeing’s marketplace behavior in the context of its effects on the
wider economy and intra-industry relationships. The theories of firm behavior and production are
a microeconomic assessment of how a firm like Boeing uses “scarce resources” to maximize
profits. The economics literature aids in an understanding of the factors leading Boeing’s
decision to outsource component and sub-assembly production of commercial aircraft.
Limitations
The 787 Dreamliner project and resulting labor conflicts are relatively recent, creating
several limitations. All data collected is in the public domain, therefore the research process can
be replicated. However, certain subjectivities are present; especially when correlating theoretical
findings without employing strict quantitative measures. Similarly, while it’s logical to correlate
trade policy with Boeing’s increased outsourcing, it’s not infallible.
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The calculus on Boeing’s 787 profits and its impact on workers are also not static. While
I contend the Boeing’s 787 production decisions have resulted in losses for firm and the local
workforce in the short-term, the long- term may differ. Evidence shows management decisions
have put the project billions over budget, causing time delays, and groundings due to
technological problems. Nonetheless, the strategy may eventually lead to greater profits as the
benefits from reduced labor inputs exceed these early costs. The workers’ decision to ratify the
2011 contract extension, which dropped the NLRB case against Boeing, may prove to be a net
positive for the labor union with the economic benefits of the inclusion of the 737 MAX. My
conclusion is limited to the financial state of the Dreamliner project at the time of publication.
Workers Lived Experience
To provide a personalized perspective on Boeing’s outsourcing and move to South
Carolina, I conducted four conversations with men and women representing each of Boeing’s
unions. They aren’t all directly tied to the specific case study of the 787 Dreamliner, its
production problems, and the conflict resulting from the assembly line opening in Charleston,
South Carolina. Nonetheless, each has been affected by Boeing’s altered production practices in
various ways. Their experience underscores the negative consequences of Boeing’s movement
from the region.
The men and women represent workers from SPEEA Local 2001 and IAM District 751,
Boeing’s two major unions. The first is a retired Boeing engineer from SPEEA Local 2001. Two
are District 751 machinists working on the 767 assembly line in Everett, Washington. The final
participant is a union representative from IAM 751. Both unions have been affected by
production movement, loss of benefits, and job insecurity. The objective was to get their
opinions on Boeing’s changing production methods. Most importantly, I wanted to know their
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thoughts about the opening of the 787 Dreamliner assembly plant in Charleston, South Carolina,
and what they believed it meant for the future of Boeing commercial aircraft production in the
Puget Sound.
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Chapter I
Boeing Commercial Aircraft Production in the Puget Sound

Boeing’s shifting production methods are best understood by examining past aircraft
production. This provides context of the factors which altered the company’s relationship with
the Puget Sound.
William Edward Boeing began producing aircraft in 1916. The Yale engineering graduate
formed Pacific Aero Products 1916, becoming Boeing two years later. He recruited engineers
from the University of Washington, while also funding the school’s aeronautics program.74 Early
success came from military contracts in World War I and World War II. An additional boost
resulted from passage of the Kelley Act in 1925. This permitted the federal government to
contract private carriers. Boeing went on to form Boeing Air Transport in 1927. In 1934, Boeing
Air Transport became United Airlines after anti-trust legislation prevented manufacturers from
owning mail-carrying services75. Government contracts were the main source of revenue until
1950s. Today, space and defense remains an important source of revenue.
Boeing gained a foothold in civil aviation with the development of the 707. It continued
growth with the 737 in the 1960s. The single-aisle twin-engine craft would become the bestselling commercial plane in aviation history.76 In 2014, there remains high demand for the 737.
Low-cost carriers (LCCs), who gained a share of the market after airline deregulation, favor the
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plane for regional flights. Southwest Airlines, United States largest discount air- carrier,
exclusively flies 737s.77 In 2011, Puget Sound machinists won the contract to build the new
737MAX in Renton, Washington, a big win for the Puget Sound.78 Boeing had shown an interest
in building the new model out of state. However, facing federal litigation for illegally building a
Dreamliner assembly plant in South Carolina, Boeing wisely made a trade-off with the
machinists union.79 The South Carolina assembly plant is central to my analysis. It will be
discussed at greater length in the following chapters.
In the 1960s Boeing developed the wide body 747. John Bowen says “the jet’s bulbous
nose became an icon of the Jet Age, an easily recognizable symbol for air travel.”80 The aircraft
was more than double the size of any airliner preceding it. This helped lower the cost and
increase the accessibility of air travel. Companies outside of Boeing made financial
contributions toward development of the plane, making it the largest private sector enterprise of
the era.81 Pratt & Whitney had one billion dollars invested in developing the jet engines. Pan
Am had twenty-five orders worth $550 million. Boeing initially projected spending to be $750
million, but total spending was closer to $2 billion.
The Boeing 747 helps illustrate that production networks and cost overruns existed long
before the 787. Specialization and scale economies are a natural progression of any growing
company, as they help to lower costs over time. As John Bowen comments, “the stakes involved
in large commercial aircraft (LCA) development are so huge that New Yorker writer John
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Newhouse titled a book about the industry, The Sporty Game. Companies who want to play the
game have to bet big. Boeing did and came out a winner.”82 The financial risks are inherent to
building commercial aircraft, which is why very few companies have been as successful as
Boeing.
In assembling its commercial aircraft, Boeing never produced all the components, and
engines always came from outside sources.83 Four and a half million components came from
suppliers across forty-eight states. Sections of the fuselage were built in Kansas and California.
However, importantly all the sections were built in the United States, and completed in
Washington State. The levels of production disaggregation and logistical challenges were on a
much smaller scale. Boeing continued its dominance of the commercial market until the 1990s.
Despite having a large share of the market, there were several other manufactures competing
with Boeing, including McDonnell Douglass and Lockheed Martin. Up until the 1990s,
production was concentrated in the central Puget Sound, with final assembly plants in Everett
and Renton, Washington.
Boeing’s use of outsourcing was minimal early on. It outsourced 2% of production in the
1960s, 30% in the 1990s, and rising to 70% in the 2010s.84 Policy changes are one of the main
factors accounting for growth in outsourcing. Early outsourcing was almost exclusively in the
production of components, whereas current outsourcing includes engineering, design, and subassembly.
Liberalization: Policies freeing Boeing to go global
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Liberalization in the 1970s significantly altered Boeing’s market behavior. Knowledge
of these policies is the best way to understand Boeing’s current mode of operation. John Bowen,
an economic geographer specializing in aerospace, says liberalization has two driving forces,
“privatization and deregulation.”85 Privatization takes government out of ownership, and
deregulation removers barriers to trade. Each granted Boeing freedom to offshore and outsource.
Although these policies have often been beneficial for producers and consumers, they have also
decreased low-skilled American jobs.86
The 787 Dreamliner illustrates the over-indulgence of outsourcing, brought on by
governmental deregulation. International trade agreements liberalized the aerospace industry,
allowing Boeing to externalize production of commercial aircraft. The first and most important
was 1992 Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft (ATCA); built upon the 1979 GATT Tokyo
round of multilateral trade negotiations. The preamble states the agreement should “achieve the
expansion and ever-greater liberalization of world trade through, inter alia, the progressive
dismantling of obstacles to trade and the improvement of the international framework for the
conduct of free trade.87 The removal of trade obstacles, such as tariffs and subsidies, included
all civil aircraft, components, and sub-assembly. This allowed it to become possible for Boeing
to foster international relationships.
Greenberg et al. suggest governmental deregulation shares responsibility for shifting
corporate behavior. Firms increasingly felt pressure to produce short term returns in a market
dominated by investors. They go on to state that after Boeing merged with McDonnell Douglass
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in 1997, the company shifted from a primary focus on building the highest quality planes, what
he calls the “total quality period,” to the “shareholder value period.” This term was first
referenced by Phil Condit, CEO at Boeing during the company’s rapid transition: “everything at
Boeing seemed to change- corporate culture and identity, business strategy, governing ethos and
ethics, and more.”88 The organization transformation was designed to create the greatest returns
for the least investment. It had the side effect of negatively affecting the morale of Boeing
workers. Some of the challenges Boeing is facing on the Dreamliner is a direct result of these
past decisions to focus on short- term gains.
There seems to be a causal relationship between high levels of outsourcing on the 787
and trade liberalization. I draw this conclusion from its growth after the policy change.89 In turn,
this equates to a decrease in local manufacturing. The growth in outsourcing, along with
technological efficiency, leads to a decline in demand for low-skilled workers in Puget Sound.90
In the past, layoffs at Boeing were due to a decrease in the demand for airliners and fluctuations
in the business cycle. In the case of the 787, aircraft demand continues to increase while jobs do
not. Yet efficiency created by outsourcing has the potential to create local economic growth,
thus increasing jobs in related sectors.
The trajectory of commercial aircraft production was further transformed by The Airline
Deregulation Act (ADA) of 1978. Signed into law by Jimmy Carter, the bill effectively ended
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the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), who had regulated the airline industry since 1938.91 CAB
controlled routes air carriers could travel, flight schedules, and rates customers could be charged.
Passage of the ADA opened barriers to the airline industry and resulted in increased price
competition for passenger air travel. As airfares dropped, more passengers began to travel.
Boeing saw dynamic growth as air carriers demanded more airplanes. Boeing in turn demanded
more workers. Despite increased demand for Boeing aircraft in the latter half of the 20th century,
relative demand for Puget Sound unskilled and semi-skilled workers did not increase.92
To be fair, decreased worker demand in the Puget Sound is not solely due to free trade.
By the 1990s, Boeing had made many changes to the complex process of manufacturing planes.
Computers and information communication technology revolutionized the workplace. Word
processing, digital design, desktop publishing, web-based tools, and e-mail all made the process
of developing and producing aircraft much more efficient.93 Introduced in 1994, the Boeing 777,
a wide-body long range commercial aircraft, became the first aircraft completely designed using
computer- based virtual design. Revolutionary for its time, it was designed on a single system
using three-dimensional representation. This bypassed the need to construct a full-scale model.94
Computer design and engineering also helped foster global partnering. With ease,
Boeing had the ability to collaborate with technologically advanced East Asian economies. In
turn, the relationship developed is a factor in Asia accounting for a significant percentage of
Boeing’s commercial orders. Japan leverages orders for new aircraft through aircraft component
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contracts.95 John Bowen says “Japanese manufacturers have attained unparalleled importance on
the newest Boeing jet, the 787, and technological expertise is a key reason.”96 In particular,
Japan has been at the forefront of composite materials development, a key technology in the 787.
Assembly worker duties were also transformed by the 1990s. Large scale inflexible tools
were replaced with mobile, flexible multi-use tools.97 Workers now had preassembled parts and
tool kits, easy to see visual displays on the line, and were given the ability to stop or start the line
to fix problems.98 The DCAC/RM computer system streamlined the process of producing
aircraft, and electronically tracked and ordered parts on the supply chain.99 These and countless
other measures cut waste, costs, and unfortunately for many workers, jobs.
Peter Edelman addresses the phenomena of American industrial job loss and decreased
union strength. He contributes the convergence to a multitude of factors. A main contributor he
finds is weakened union power as a result of
“employer opposition and weaker laws, structural changes in the economy
toward white-collar work and largely decentralized services away from
sectors where unions where traditionally strong, and more product and
labor market competition around the world.”100
Not only is it an integrated word economy and a move toward service work that has hurt the
unions, Edelman goes further in suggesting unions were a victim of their own success. They
were not prepared for the aggressive posture corporations would increasingly take in the 1970s.
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All the while, National Labor Relations Board began to have members stacked in favor of
corporations.
Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson also analyze the economic transition of the 1970s,
including Ronald Reagan’s actions of firing of 12,000 striking air- traffic controls in 1981. The
following years, union strikes plummeted.101 In the past, Boeing was always dependent on
workforce stability, never making serious attempts to rid the company of unions. A stride toward
weakening unions didn’t come until the 1990s, with the implementation of lean production
techniques coupled with increasing market pressure from Airbus.
Aerospace liberalization has many proponents, with Boeing among them. Boeing cosponsored a quantitative study in 2005 called “Air Service Liberalization.”102 To borrow a term
from economists (who tend to favor economic liberalization), one may consider this study “rent
seeking behavior”. That is to say, its publication is meant to manipulate political institutions into
policy decisions which provide favorable tax incentives and subsidies for aerospace. Washington
State, South Carolina, and the U.S. Federal Government all rely on revenue from Boeing.
Therefore they are coerced easily by the aerospace giant. In a similar regard, John Richards finds
domestic politicians create international institutions, such as the World Trade Organization,
primarily for domestic political ends.103 He contends policy creation like the Agreement on
Trade in Civil Aircraft, is not for economic efficiency, but for” potential domestic political
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gains.”104 In summary, it would be naïve to assume free trade policies are for the sole purpose of
economic growth.
IAM DISTRICT 751 AND SPEEA LOCAL 2001
As Boeing CEO Frank Shrontz stated in 1986: “to ensure our continued success, we
support our most important resource, the people of Boeing….At Boeing, we inspire and
recognize individual talent, provide job security based on performance, and foster a team spirit
and the feeling of personal satisfaction that comes from a job well done”.105
This address reflects a bygone era at Boeing. A time where workers felt valued and
reciprocity created a “family atmosphere.”106 In the decade to follow, Boeing would transform as
a result of altered management strategies, broad global partnerships, lean production techniques,
technological changes, outsourcing, and massive layoffs.107 The 787 Dreamliner project reflects
the very height of those changes. The following provides an introduction to Boeing’s workers
and unions, each playing a pivotal role in the company’s success.
SPEEA Local 2001
Formed by engineers in 1944, the Society of Professional Engineering Employees in
Aerospace (SPEEA) represents 22,000 Puget Sound engineers and technical workers. During its
post-war growth, Boeing had fostered an engineering centric culture. In response to pressure
from Airbus, a European manufacturer and Boeing’s number one competitor, Boeing merged
with McDonnell Douglass in 1997. This led to a dynamic shift between management and
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engineers. The engineers perceived their status and pay declining compared to the machinists in
IAM.108 Two years after the McDonnell Douglass merger, SPEEA affiliated with the
International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers (IFPTE) and American
Federation of Labor- Congress of Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO). The historically amenable
union had a new found militancy. SPEEA rejected Boeing’s contract proposal in1999, only the
second strike in the union’s history. This slowed production, halted projects, and forced Boeing
into meeting the union’s demands.109
Not until the 787 did engineers face the challenges their machinist counterparts had faced
for decades. Outsourcing of component production had mostly led to a decreased demand for
labor. The strategy of the 787 had global partners taking over the engineering of whole systems.
Boeing has also begun to move engineering jobs out of Washington.110 Boeing’s vice president
of operations says this strategy allows the manufacturer to “become a larger, more globally
competitive company with expanded production capacity and a more geographically diverse
manufacturing and engineering footprint. “111 Currently, Boeing is moving engineering work to
places like South Carolina, California, and a possible facility in Kiev, Ukraine.112
Greenberg et al.’s longitudinal research on Boeing workers found that in 1997, engineers
were far less worried about threats to job security than hourly production workers.113 By 2003,
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the year the Dreamliner was announced, the level of concern was similar. In section 4, we will
return to the 787s impact on Boeing engineers.
IAM District 751
IAM District 751, representing 27,000 machinists and assembly workers, has a long
tradition of militancy. During the 1940s, mass production workers galvanized to form democratic
industrial unions. Most of these industrial unions, such as the United Auto Workers, became
affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Organizations. The IAM was one of the few exceptions,
and affiliated with the more traditional American Federation of Labor. Local 751 signed its first
contract with Boeing in 1936.114
Compared to other industries, Boeing had a relatively relaxed attitude toward
unionization. The economic realities of aircraft manufacturing demanded a regularization of the
workforce. In the 1970s, rampant union busting alongside growth in offshoring, outsourcing, and
subcontracting led to a decline in IAMs power. Boeing made significant concessions to the union
during its 2005 and 2008 strikes, both costing Boeing hundreds of millions. The 2008 eight week
strike marked a huge boost to the labor movement as the collective bargaining agreement
protected local assembly jobs, prevented some outsourcing, and preserve health benefits.115
Boeing can attribute some of its financial losses in the late 2000s to production workers
militancy against outsourcing. Ironically, those same strikes were part and parcel of Boeing’s
decision to move 787 productions to South Carolina. The contract extension of 2011 and 2014
continues a pattern of machinist wins and losses. In 2011, machinists lost work to Boeing’s new
114
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787 assembly plant in South Carolina, but simultaneously won the rights to build the 737MAX.
In 2014, machinists lost worker pensions, but won the contract to build the 777X.116.
Workers willingness to compromise has allowed Puget Sound to retain production of
Boeing’s two newest commercial aircrafts, bringing great economic benefits to the region. At the
same time, concessions are having negative impacts in the lives of workers. It would be unfair to
second guess any of these democratically made union decisions. Boeing might also say it unfair
for me as an outsider to second guess the companies decisions. Nonetheless, from an ethical
standpoint, I believe Boeing must refrain from forcing further benefit losses under threat of
continual movement from the region. In chapter III, machinist trade-offs associated with the 787
will be discussed in further detail.

Chapter II
787 Dreamliner Production and Supply Chain

The Dreamliner model of production can be traced to structural changes at Boeing in the
1990s. After purchase of McDonnell Douglass in 1997, Boeing began to diversify and put focus
on profits and stock price. Reflecting this diversification, and wanting to be in a location with
greater global accessibility, Boeing moved its headquarters to Chicago in 2001. Although this
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provided Boeing greater international access, some believe it also reflected the company’s desire
to separate itself from local labor.117
Prior to the 787, Boeing solely outsourced component production, with parts from
suppliers delivered to Everett and Renton for assembly.118 This model had a high demand for
low and medium skilled unionized workers in the Puget Sound. Management, engineers, and
machinists worked closely together ensuring a safe and high quality product. Greenberg et al.
found during this time workers and managers held positive attitudes toward Boeing and had faith
in their job security.119
Boeing’s loss of market share to Airbus in the 1990s led the decision to create the 787
Dreamliner.120 Formed in 1970, Airbus started as a consortium of European firms meant to rival
Boeing Commercial.121 By the 1990s, Airbus had formed a full line of commercial aircraft, each
competing with Boeing’s aircraft.122 Airbus’s A320 competes with Boeing’s 737, A330 -747,
A330-767, A340 777 and the A350 the 787 Dreamliner.123
Airbus’s success came largely thanks to generous government subsidies by member
nations.124 Airbus received financing for development of each aircraft. Airbus went from 15%
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market share in 1987, to 29% in 1996, to over 50% and overtaking Boeing in 1998.125 In 2003,
during the develop stages of the 787 (then called the 7E7) Airbus delivered more commercial
aircraft than Boeing for the first time. Since then, each company has taken turns dominating the
market. Boeing’s strategy since the 1990s has always been with Airbus in mind.
To attract attention from buyers and away from Airbus, Boeing developed the mid-sized
twin aisle aircraft using fifty percent lightweight carbon-composite materials.126 The lightweight
composites allowed for increased humidity and pressure to be maintained in the passenger cabin,
offering an improved flight experience. The aircraft uses 30% less fuel than its counterparts,
allowing for non-stop international flights at lower cost.127 Due to the value provided to airlines
and customers, the 787 became the fastest selling aircraft in aviation history.128
The Boeing Dreamliner model was meant to optimize production, while cutting costs
from $10 to $6 billion.129 The outcome has been the opposite. To date, the program’s cost has
topped $32 billion. Recurrent mechanical and technical problems are still adding to this price tag
in 2014. As Greenberg et al. notes, companies do not usual try such drastic measures unless they
have no other choice. “Large scale modifications are simply too expensive, time consuming,
disruptive, and risky to tackle when things are going well.”130 Boeing had the belief that unless
they created a revolutionary product, Airbus would remove all ability to compete. The onus was
on Boeing management to produce a jetliner to reclaim dominance.
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Supply chain management specialists Chrisopher Tang and Joshua Zimmerman provide a
clear picture of the 787 supply chain and how it diverged from previous models.131 The chain has
three tiers of suppliers, each responsible for a different stage of production. Rather than
Boeing’s traditional role of assembling the thousands of components in Everett, Washington,
global partners were tasked to integrate the components before final assembly in Everett. Tier
three partners supplied the aircraft components, the same as all previous projects. Tier two
partners integrated the components from tier three partners into systems and structures. Tier one
partners (fifty firms in eleven countries), fabricated complete plane sections from the systems
built by tier two partners. This model removed much of the labor intensive work in Everett.
Everett final assembly was cut from thirty days to three. Japan is one of most important of these
tier one system integrators. Three prominent firms are responsible for aircraft sections such as
forward fuselage, wings and gear wells: Kawasaki, Mitsubishi, and Fuji.132 Initially Boeing’s
workers were thrilled about the 787 and prospect of gaining an advantage over Airbus, not ye
aware of the full implications.133
Boeing borrowed its three-tier model from Toyota, untested in the aerospace industry.
Toyota had maintained tight control over design and engineering, whereas Boeing outsourced the
design and engineering of subassembly process and tooling.134 Toyota had successfully
outsourced to a small group of trusted firms. These firms had already established a proven track
131
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record for their ability to deliver product with the required timeliness, quality, and cost.135
Boeing fostered new partnerships with a large group of suppliers who were unproven at aircraft
system integration. Boeing was overly optimistic about its ability to replicate the results from
an entirely different industry.
The rise in outsourcing compared to past projects is striking. Boeing’s best-selling
aircraft, the 737, outsources 30% of production whereas the 787 program outsources 70%.136.
The suppliers, who traditionally had been sub-contractors, now shared in the project’s financial
risk. American, European, and Asian firms all paid high upfront dollar amounts. Each
contributed to design, engineered the tooling and manufacturing process, and built factory space
for assembly.137 Suppliers in Italy, Korea, Australia, France, and England are all integral partners
in the subassembly process. In the United States, important suppliers exist in Ohio, California,
Kansas, and South Carolina (before Boeing purchase).138 The only section of the aircraft
fabricated in Puget Sound is the Tail fin, outside of Tacoma in Fredrickson, Washington.
The supply chain decreased local demand for unskilled to medium skilled labor. This is
reflected in a comparison to the 777, Boeing’s last major project. Jobs statewide for the 777 were
56, 900, compared to 42,800 for the 787. While there are several reasons for this, such as
technological sophistication, we can deduct the most direct reason to be outsourcing. In his New
York Times column, Paul Krugman discusses outsourcing’s effects of driving down labor
demand and wages. “Fears that low-wage competition is driving down U.S. wages have a real
basis in both theory and fact. When we import labor-intensive manufactured goods from the third
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world instead of making them here, the result is reduced demand for less-educated American
workers, which leads in turn to lower wages for these workers. And no, cheap consumer goods at
Wal-Mart aren’t adequate compensation.”139 Krugman does not believe U.S. protectionism and
cutting off trade to be the answer. He notes the negative implications this would have on the
global economy if other wealthy nations followed suit. However he does believe domestic
policy, such as progressive taxation, may ameliorate rising income inequality.
CEO Jim McNerney and company strategists believed Boeing’s cost sharing strategy
would be enough to keep the 787 project on schedule and within budget. They demonstrated
inadequate foresight into the logistical challenges of engineering and fabrication being spread
globally. The first 787 was delivered to Japan’s Nippon Airliners, September 26, 2011,
approximately three years after projections. Another three years later, a myriad of production
problems persist. At an annual investor’s conference, McNerney sounded off. “I’m sounding like
Darth Vader here. We have a no fly list across the company. If a certain group is not working
with us …they’ll be on the no fly list. They’ll not be allowed to bid on new programs with
Boeing.”140 The comments reflect frustration with the suppliers Boeing had put such faith in.141
Production rates since the first plane came off the assembly line have fluctuated due to
mechanical problems and supplier issues. To meet delivery quotas, they are being produced at
the rate of 10 a month, the highest rate ever for a twin aisle commercial aircraft.142 Due to the
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planes three years of delays and operational issues, several major air carriers cancelled orders.143
However this loss is being offset by dynamic growth in international air travel. The Middle East
and Asia markets are placing the largest orders. Boeing projects the Asia Pacific will account for
one-third of deliveries worldwide. Randy Tinseth, vice president of Marketing for Boeing
Commercial Airplane says “this demand is driven by the fact that Asia Pacific will account for
44 percent of travel in 20 years’ time, up from around 34 percent today.”144
Organizational Change
Pressure to increase outsourcing also came from outside management consulting firms.
Boeing’s consultants saw that other corporations had success with this strategy, but failed to
recognize the key differences of producing a technological marvel like a Dreamliner. Boeing
specialist Jonathan Baskins explains the missing logic. “While this idea might make sense for
sourcing coffee makers, it was a nonsense approach to assembling perhaps the most complicated
and potentially dangerous machines shy of nuclear reactors.”145 There are few products as
complex as an aircraft, so one supplier’s mistake has devastating consequences.
Several of Boeing’s partners subcontracted work without Boeing’s knowledge. South
Carolina’s Vought Enterprises, makers of the rear fuselages, was a main offender. Vought
outsourced work to Advanced Integration Technology, causing delays. Boeing was unaware of
issues, setting off a chain reaction of further delays. To fix the mistake, Boeing spent one billion
buying out Vought’s share. Boeing eventually decided it would be efficient to build a final
143
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assembly plant onsite.146 This action sent shock waves through Boeing’s Everett plant, raising
machinists concerns over job security. A year after Vought’s purchase, IAM 751 went on strike.
In 2013, Boeing spent another one billion dollars to expand South Carolina production
capabilities.147
The problems that have occurred due production problems have doubled Boeing’s 2004
projections of $16 billion to $32 billion. Included in this total was a payment of $1.9 billion in
advances to global suppliers. Not included however, is the penalty payments to suppliers and
customers for three years of delays, a number harder to quantify.
In July of 2009, Boeing bought Vought’s North Charleston operations for $580
million.148 In December, 2009, Boeing bought out Alenia’s adjacent mid-fuselage assembly plant
for an undisclosed amount, bringing what analysts believe the total costs to be $1 billion. In
October of the same year, not coincidentally, Boeing selected North Charleston to be the site of
the second 787 assembly line.149 While the site selection was a function of supply chain issues,
the opportunity to construct planes with a non-unionized workforce was another large draw. At
the time, Connie Kelliher, IAM representative said, the South Carolina workforce could not
match the skill of the Puget Sound workforce. “Puget Sound has the highest productivity and the
least amount of risk of any potential site where Boeing could build airplanes”.150
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The 787 model of production removes Puget Sound inputs from Boeing’s production
function. Evidence is found when comparing the 787 to the 777, Boeing‘s last major project.
Jobs statewide for the 777 were 56,900, while the 787 has 42,800.151 While there may be several
reasons for this, I deduct a direct cause is aircraft sections assembled out of state and a final
production plant in South Carolina. Tier one and tier two partners become component
integrators, removing the amount of labor-intensive work necessary for assembly.152.
Despite a percentage of worker jobs being displaced, a sophisticated counterfactual
analysis of outcomes would be necessary to quantify losses to the region. We may hypothesize
that units of labor put into SC assembly plant would be allocated in to the Puget Sound economy,
yet a Puget Sound economy of scale would lower need for equivalent ratio of workers, as the
marginal product curve decreases.153 Nonetheless, a surplus supply of low to medium skilled
workers, coupled with the proliferation of lower wage workers creating production issues in
South Carolina, 787 production methods likely didn’t maximize economic gains for the Puget
Sound economy. An even greater effect has been the precedent it sets for the labor force.
At the very least, there is a consensus that the 787 model of production was flawed.
Development time went much longer than projected, various parts and systems were substandard, and customers were dissatisfied when orders could not be fulfilled. Yet it’s hard to
quantify the true economic impact from the data Boeing makes public.
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Stock prices declined in the fourth quarter of 2013, with the announcement profits would
grow less than analysts expected.154Nonetheless, Boeing is still profiting, with 1.23 billion in the
fourth quarter of 2013.155 Diversification and offsetting of costs through its other programs allow
Boeing to continue profiting. Critical mistakes which create billions in cost overruns, removing
local factors of production are not enough of an issue to face public scrutiny as long as
shareholders are receiving their dividend checks.
Journal articles, news reports, and Boeing statistics and statements, provide
unquestionable evidence that pervasive outsourcing and implementation of a three tier supply
chain did more harm than good. For Boeing, qualifications to this assessment may be made in
several years. Financially, Boeing may recover from the failed strategy, perhaps even reaping
greater profits. Public perception on the other hand, may take longer to recover. In the past,
Boeing Commercial had been known for a stellar safety record. The multitude of mechanical
issues to in service 787s has increased public scrutiny. Fears have become heightened with news
of issues like batteries catching on fire mid-flight. The 787 model’s greatest implications are for
Puget Sound workers. The global partnerships forged, and the South Carolina facility, have
likely led to a permanent movement of some parts of the production process away from the
region. In effect this has weakened local unions; having the trickle-down effect of decreased
employment opportunities, benefit packages, and raising costs of attaining future production
contracts. 156
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Chapter III
Impact on Boeing’s Unions and Workers
The Puget Sound region and its workers have helped fuel Boeing’s success for
generations. In turn, our local economy has become increasingly reliant on the economic benefits
it brings to the region. Boeing is Washington State’s largest employer, with 85,000 employees
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and a total of 172,000 employees across the nation.157 This does not account for the thousands
more employed at the 2,042 local suppliers and 650 aerospace related firms.158 Although the
region clearly is still the undisputed center of a robust aerospace industry, there is a steady
outflow as disaggregation becomes a normative business practice. At Boeing, this pivot can first
be traced to management’s decision to move Boeing’s corporate headquarters to Chicago in
2001. Currently, the fragmentation of production can be observed as a majority of the labor
intensive work on the 787 is globally sourced, and one of two final assembly lines for the 787 is
in South Carolina.159
These decisions, as articulated by Boeing, are mostly being done as a means to cut labor
costs, diversify, and stay competitive. States like South Carolina have right to work laws,
providing access to workers at a lower cost. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a South
Carolina engineer makes 86% of what his or her Washington counterpart makes. For machinists,
that number is even less. Yet a lower cost of living means these workers have an equivalent
purchasing power.160
To be clear, Local IAM 751 worker numbers have not diminished since Boeing launched
the 787, but they haven’t grown at the rate the union may have liked.161 Boeing workers haven’t
been impacted by extreme layoffs which have taken place historically, such as when the
aerospace industry suffered a decline after the 9/11 tragedy, or in the 1970-71 downturn, when a
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local billboard read “ will the last person leaving Seattle turn out the lights.”162 Nonetheless,
harder to measure losses have put the labor unions on the defensive. Jobs being increasingly
offshored has correlated to workers benefit losses and rising feelings of job insecurity.
A recent tactic taken up by Boeing was to have states compete against each other for the
contract to build the 777X, Boeing newest highly-fuel efficient LCA.163 This gave twenty-two
states the opportunity to bring tens of thousands of jobs and billions of dollars in economic
activity. States like California, South Carolina, Texas, and Utah had legislatures scrambling to
pass spending packaged, with Boeing waiting to see who would offer the most generous tax
incentives. As Missouri Governor Jay Nixon said, “Building this next-generation commercial
aircraft in Missouri would create thousands of jobs across our state and secure our position as a
hub for advanced aerospace manufacturing — and that’s why I am committed to competing for
and winning this project.”164 With state governments so hungry to bring economic activity to
their region, and Washington wanting to hold on Boeing assembly jobs, IAM 751 workers were
forced into concessions during collective bargaining.
In 2013, Governor Jay Inslee signed a spending package to ensure 777X jobs remained
local.165 Senate bill 5952 extended corporate tax breaks worth nearly $9 billion. Senate bill 5953
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provided an additional eight million in general fund money to increase enrollment in aerospace
programs at local technical and community colleges. 166 Local government has been willing to
provide generous subsidies, yet workers aren’t feeling reciprocation in the form of wages and
benefits from Boeing.
Boeing’s earlier action of building an assembly plant in South Carolina left Puget Sound
workers feeling their labor rights were violated. IAM District 751 filed a complaint with the
National Labor Relations Board in 2010. They alleged the move was retaliation for past strikes, a
violation of the National Labor Relations Act.167 Evidence in the complaint included statements
to Seattle media made by CEO Jim McNerney and Boeing Commercial CEO James Albaugh. In
a March 2010 Seattle Times interview, Albaugh stated the company needed to “insure stability
and read stability as getting away from the frequent strikes we were having.”168 In response,
Boeing denied the statements were even made.169
Boeing’s CEO Jim McNerney is noted in section 6(a) of the NLRB complaint as saying
the move of 787 Dreamliner work to South Carolina was “due to strikes happening every three to
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four years in Puget Sound.”170 McNerney’s statements back IAM’s claim that past striking is the
fundamental cause for the move.171
Sections 6(b) and 6(c) of the NLRB complaint also provide evidence that the move to
South Carolina was retaliation for past IAM strikes. Section 6(b) contains a memorandum in
which Boeing informed employees that its decision was made “in order to reduce Respondent’s
vulnerability to delivery disruptions caused by work stoppages.”172 Work stoppages came from
IAM 751 strikes in 2005 and 2008.173
Section 6c of the complaint refers to an article in the Puget Sound Business Journal,
where Boeing management says “dual sourcing (assembly line in Everett, line in South Carolina)
as a way to “maintain production stability and be a reliable supplier to our customers.”174 These
statements display the primary cause for Boeing’s move the actions by IAM 751 protected under
the National Labor Relations Act.
The complaint reached acting general counsel of the NLRB, Lafe Solomon, on April,
2011. This brought the conflict in to the national spotlight. Solomon stated Boeing violated
sections 7, 8, and 13 of the National Labor Relations Act. This includes the right to bargain
collectively, not interfering or discriminating in the exercise of that right, and not interfering or
impeding the right to strike.175
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While labor experts believed the NLRB would win the case, the preferred outcome for
both parties was that IAM and Boeing reach a settlement. In December 2011, IAM ratified a four
year contract extension, with 73% of the union members voting in favor.176 The trade-off for
machinists dropping the complaint was a signing bonus, preserved pension for new hires, and 2%
wage increase annually.177 Most importantly to winning approval was the job security in securing
the building of the 737 MAX in Renton, Washington.
The NLRB counsel was satisfied with the outcome. Acting General Lafe Solomon said,
“I have worked with the parties to encourage settlement in the hope of avoiding costly
litigation.”178 Governor Inslee, who was a keynote speaker at the 2013 International Association
of Machinists & Aerospace Workers’ conference in Seattle, thanked the IAM for securing the
contract. “The agreement you negotiated means thousands of aerospace jobs here in my state,
every aerospace job is a win for every family in my state.”179 There was a lot of pressure for an
agreement to be secured. I believe this legitimized the movement of jobs due to strikes.
I asked Connie Kelliher Local IAM 751 communications and media representative if
contract approval meant they were in effect dismissing allegations leveled against Boeing. I
raised this question as I saw a wealth of criticism toward Boeing by IAM officials, then
immediate silence following the ratification. Kelliher told me they still maintain Dreamliner
production in South Carolina was illegal. However, their number one priority is jobs. They had
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the option of possibly waiting years for a resolution and risk losing more jobs, or concede the
new plant opening and secure jobs for years to come.180
The relationship between IAM 751 and Boeing has remained contentious. There is strong
rationale for IAM 751 reaching a resolution with Boeing, yet it’s another troubling example of
corporate actions in a deregulated economy. While the IAM may have secured jobs in the
immediate future, it’s important to look at the precedent being set. It weakened the NLRA and
made it much easier for corporations to continue to violate labor laws.
I interviewed my friend Amanda Eckerson, IAM 751 union member and employee of
Boeing on the 767 line in Everett. I also conducted a brief interview with Anthony, a union
steward on the same line. Both were involved in the 2008 strike and tell me the work culture at
the Everett Boeing plant is one in which rumor and uncertainty runs rampant. Both expressed
frustration with not being aware of management’s decision. Amanda stated,” most the time I hear
things on the news first.”181
Dana Cloud, who completed an academic study on Boeing’s unions, implicates IAM
leadership for making concessions with Boeing. Cloud argues that rank and file members need
to “agitate for greater union democracy, accountability, and militancy,” which are “crucial to the
fight to restore the power of unions.”182 To put her argument in context, her narrative largely
centers on the 1995 IAM strike, a downtime in the business cycle and with mass layoffs at
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Boeing. Cloud tells of IAM’s militant history, with leadership consistently making concessions
unless the rank and file put up a resistance.183
Conservative reaction to the NLRB complaint was boisterous. After the election of
Barrack Obama, the board increased the enforcement of labor law, not properly carried out for
decades. Politicians then attacked the NLRB for hurting “job creation.” Senator Lindsey Graham
of South Carolina said “I can't think of a more damaging way to hurt job creation than for this
complaint to be successful.”184 In 2011, twenty-five bills and amendments were introduced in to
Congress related to the NLRB. State Representative Tom Price of Georgia said that cutting the
agency “can save taxpayer dollars and help protect American job creators from an out-of-control
agency.”185 This kind of continual rhetoric seems to be a standard conservative paradigm. But
when we look at history, there is a correlation between GDP growth being the highest when
union membership was at its peak post World War II.
The NLRB is an important counterweight to large corporations like Boeing. It is one of
the few federal institutions responsible for protecting the interests of the workers. Prior to the
New Deal in the late 19th century to the 1920s, we see the high levels of inequality existing
without its hand enforcing fair labor practices. IAM 751 should have the ability to strike without
retaliation and Boeing moving jobs out of state. This not only adheres to the law as written in
NLRA section 8(a)3, I believe it is fundamental to sustaining fair wages, benefits, and a robust
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middle class. Political backlash against the NLRB, followed by IAM 751s forced compromise,
set a precedent for further production outflow from the Puget Sound.
Worker’s Lived Experiences
Boeing’s shifting values may best be understood by looking into the lives of actual
Boeing workers. I conducted four informal conversations with men and women representing
each of Boeing’s unions. They aren’t all directly tied to the specific case study of the 787
Dreamliner, its production problems, and the conflict resulting from the assembly line opening in
Charleston, South Carolina. Nonetheless, each in some form has been affected by Boeing’s
altered production practices. While a rigorous set of structured interviews may seem the most
appropriate way to extrapolate facts of the case, I found this approach made potential
interviewees disinclined to participate. To get around this obstacle, I simply asked “do you mind
talking to me for a few minutes about your experience at Boeing”. This tact produced better
results.186
The men and women represent workers from SPEEA Local 2001 and IAM District 751,
Boeing’s two major unions. The first is a retired Boeing engineer from SPEEA Local 2001. Two
are District 751 machinists who work on the 767 assembly line in Everett, Washington. The final
participant is a union representative from IAM 751. Both unions have been affected by
production movement, loss of benefits, and job insecurity. The objective was to get their
understanding of the politics of Boeing’s changing production methods. What are the
institutional apparatuses allowing Boeing to seek out states for un- unionized labor and lucrative
tax incentives? Most importantly, I wanted to know their thoughts about the opening of the 787
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Dreamliner assembly plant in Charleston, South Carolina, and what they believed it meant for
the future of Boeing commercial aircraft production in the Puget Sound. Their insider
perspective helps showcase the levels of uncertainty workers are actually feeling, their faith the
unions are working in their best interest, and faith that the remaining jobs will stay secure. Each
conversation shined light on the research problem from different angles.
Walid Mseitif
Walid Mseitif’s narrative demonstrates how the Boeing Company has attracted a diverse
population to the Puget Sound region. Born in 1948, Walid was raised in Beirut, Lebanon with
his mother, father, two brothers, and two sisters. Growing up, he was fascinated with mechanics
and the sky. He enjoyed building rockets, carpentry, and experimenting with his chemical set. He
told me of lifelong reoccurring dreams in which he is flying like a bird. I suppose it’s no surprise
then that he came to Seattle to take part in the process of engineering aeronautical birds. In the
summers of his teenage years, he worked with his father at the world class Hotel St. George.187
As cliché as it may sound, he grew up with the belief that the United States was indeed the land
of opportunity, where he could work hard and make a better life for himself. After being issued a
student visa in 1970, he came to Seattle, Washington to study engineering .Walid spent the first
two years at Seattle Center Community College. He then went on to the University of
Washington and earned a B.S. in Chemical Engineering, and later a B.S. and M.S. in
Aeronautical Engineering. While many of his peers would go to other companies, Walid joined
Puget Sound’s largest employer of engineers, the Boeing Company.
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Walid, was the first in his family to come to the United States. He came just before the
fifteen year Lebanese Civil War, which destroyed much of Beirut. The Hotel St. George was in
ruins, as rocket and artillery fire took place between Christians, Leftist Muslims, and PLO
fighters. Eventually, all his family would follow and settle in the Puget Sound. His father and
mother were the last to come in 1981.
Walid spent his career in several different plants and offices, dependent on the projects
Boeing had in development. He had the opportunity to work for both of Boeing’s main divisions,
Boeing Space&Defense and Boeing Commercial. His first plant was on Admiral Way in South
Seattle, near the site where William Boeing built his first aircraft.188 Other locations he worked
included Kent, Renton, and Auburn. For the majority of his career and during the 1990s
transition to lean manufacturing techniques, he was part of a Space&Defense group in
manufacturing, research, and development (MR&D). Once Boeing began to adopt computer
software and information technology, Walid underwent training which making the job more
efficient. Growing disillusioned with the layoffs taking place as Boeing underwent its
organization transition, he transferred out of Boeing Space& Defense and spent his last five
years at Boeing Commercial.
While on the one hand Walid feels nostalgic for his early days at Boeing, feeling the
effects of management’s cost cutting measures in the 1990s tempered his love for the company
and the workplace environment. A cultural shift created a divide between the engineers and
management. Boeing took a particularly aggressive approach toward cutting costs in the late
1990s as Airbus overtook Boeing in the commercial aircraft market. Boeing’s market share
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dropped from 70% to 40% during the time period.189 Meanwhile, Boeing had financially
overextended itself in the 1997 merger with McDonnell Douglass. To add further challenges, the
2001 9/11 attacks devastated the industry. In order to meet the challenges, management set
“economic profit goals.”190 This meant implementing more efficient lean production techniques.
Boeing significantly cut the number of engineers while ramping up outsourcing. Implementing
lean production techniques, coupled with a desire to recover market share, were factors
culminating in the development of the 787.191
Walid’s group in MR&D was directly affected by the financial challenges Boeing faced
in the 1990s. He had seen layoffs in the past, but nothing rivaling what occurred in 1999 and
2000. “Thirty to 40% of my group were either laid off or fired. I had to justify any projects
moving forward.”192 Watching his coworkers whom he had worked many years with walk out
the door was unsettling. Fortunately for Walid, seniority meant his chances of being let go were
minimal. The new office environment put a lot of pressure on Walid and his coworkers. He
spent the time span before his transfer to Boeing Commercial constantly stressed.
The large cuts in Walid’s group align with empirical data showing 480 million dollars in
cuts to R&D from 1997-2000.193 These changes effected how engineers perceived Boeing.
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“Upset by management’s financial emphasis, the engineering community perceived a loss of
status, feeling that their contributions were not as greatly valued as in the past.”194
SPEEA Local 2001 doesn’t have the rich tradition of strikes found in IAM District 751,
but the production changes in the 1990s pivoted the union in a more militant direction In Dana
Cloud’s study on democratic unionism at Boeing, she sees militant action as the only way rank
and file will keep unions thriving.195 I talked with Walid about his first and only strike in 1999.
This was the same year SPEEA workers voted to join AFL-CI0. Of crucial importance, was
concern over management decisions and health insurance. The unprecedented strike lasted for
forty days, going into the year 2001.
Walid expressed satisfaction with the outcome of the strike, and how it created a strong
cohesion with his union brothers and sisters. It was unique in that it was rare for knowledgebased workers to strike in any industry. Boeing made concessions after 40 days of picketing; at a
high cost to the company.196
During the same period as the strike, Greenberg et al. says Boeing was shifting from the
era of value creation to the era of shareholder value.197 What had been a focus on engineering the
highest quality products possible, now centered on ensured the greatest returns for investors.
Walid saw many of his coworkers let go during this time, while also feeling the workplace
culture move from a collective effort to highly competitive and cut throat. Maximization of
profits at all costs, including sacrificing the quality of products being produced, became the
normative. SPEEA’s Executive Director says
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Despite genuine efforts to repair and enhance the relationship following SPEEA's
40-day strike, another fundamental rift emerged around the business model for the
airplane that eventually became the 787. Management ignored the concerns of the
engineering and technical workforce and adopted an outsourcing business model
that came close to bankrupting Boeing.198

Walid witnessed many scale large changes during his time at Boeing, culminating in the
development of the 787 Dreamliner. His hope along with all local workers is that Boeing will
curtail further outsourcing of engineering and production.
Amanda Eckerson
Amanda, a Boeing machinist on the 767 assembly line, is a prime example of how
Boeing jobs benefits those from various socio-economic backgrounds. She grew up in Kent,
Washington, with her mom and younger brother. Her mom worked construction, and frequently
had no work.
Life was not easy for the family. Amanda’s mom was consumed with an addiction,
leaving Amanda to care for her little brother, Jesse. These circumstances didn’t afford her the
opportunity to go past a high school education. At the time, Amanda was working low wage
restaurant jobs near her home. Things became especially tough when she was in her early 20s.
Amanda lost her mom to addiction. To better her circumstances, Amanda began searching out
options for living wage employment.199 Amanda was lucky to be near a company which
provided living wage employment without the need higher education.
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Amanda went to work for Boeing Commercial in 2007. The following year she took part
in the 2008 IAM 751 strike. The strike was in response to the increase in outsourcing, concern
over losing jobs, and benefits.200A central issue for the machinists was Boeing’s use of
contracted work. In the past the work had been done by unionized workers.201 Amanda described
the striking as unsettling. Here concern was less on contract workers and more on her fears (real
or imagined), the eight week strike may put her out of a job. She also worried over losing her pay
during the strike. The strike eventually ended with Boeing agreeing to stop outsourcing disputed
positions, preserve health benefits, and to a four year pay increase.202 The workers were happy
with the resolution and considered it a win.
Several of Amanda’s extended family members work for, or had previously worked for
Boeing. This included he grandma, aunts, and dad. Each had participated in past IAM strikes.
Amanda went out on the picket lines with her Dad during the 2008 strike. Each member was
employed at the Boeing Everett Plant, where the 747, 767, 777, and 787 Dreamliner are all built.
Amanda works on the 767 assembly line, of which the 787 was developed to eventually
replace.203 With much of her family working for Boeing, she knew from a young age that it
would likely be her best opportunity. Earning a middle class income with benefits, Amanda was
able to change her living circumstances. When her younger brother ran in to trouble, Amanda
was able to take him in and provide him food and shelter until he could get back on his feet.
Having the United States largest exporting manufacturer in the region has been instrumental in
sustaining economic security for Amanda’s family and thousands of other families like hers.
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Amanda and her coworkers on the shop floor have seen job security and benefits slowly
eroding. Labor disputes between Boeing and IAM 751 are certainly nothing new, it’s just the
stakes are now higher. IAM 751 is known as a militant union. The 2011 contract dispute added a
new dynamic. Central to the dispute was Boeing opening a 787 assembly in South Carolina.
Boeing management said the company couldn’t afford the “frequent IAM strikes.”204
Boeing wanted to resolve the NLRB complaint taken up against Boeing for opening
production in non-unionized South Carolina. To do so, they offered the machinists a generous
signing bonus, pay increase, and assurances the 737 MAX would be built in Renton, WA. This
proved to be a dilemma for machinists. Each decision had its tradeoffs. If they approved the
contract, it legitimized Boeing’s movement of production to the non-unionized South. The
collective bargaining agreement entailed IAM 751 ask the NLRB to drop the complaint. If the
workers didn’t approve the contract, Boeing could withdraw bonuses, pay increase, and
assurance the 737 Max would be built locally. On top of that, the NLRB litigation could take
years to play out.
For Amanda, the politics of the issue were not at the forefront. It was in her self-interest
to take the deal Boeing offered. Amanda said she felt she had the agency to prevent passage,
while simultaneously unclear if union officials were acting in the workers best interest. Amanda
and her coworkers conceded the loss to South Carolina, and in doing so, at least insured their
future at Boeing and the building of the 737 MAX.
Anthony
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Anthony, a District 751 shop steward on the 767 assembly line, provides further insight
into the attitudes and opinions of the machinists on the shop floor.205 As a democratically elected
steward, it’s his duty to act in the interest of the rank and file. He must know and articulate the
details of collective bargaining agreements, especially important when the agreements are
coming up for a vote. In addition, if workers have any grievances with Boeing, Anthony will act
as an intermediary. Given his position, he’s plugged in to management’s actions, positions taken
by union leadership, and details of the contracts. My inquiry was in to his perception on
Boeing’s 787 assembly plant opening in Charleston, and the contract extension which led the
National Labor Relations Board to drop the case against Boeing.
Literature on the Charleston, South Carolina assembly plant present evidence it was a
financial mistake.206 Other reports suggest Boeing knew it to be a risky decision.207 Furthermore,
the NLRB complaint shows Boeing opened the plant simply as retaliation for past strikes.208 I
wanted Anthony’s assessment, why did he believe the decision was made, and does he believe
the decision have negative implication for him and his coworkers?
Anthony takes the statements made by Boeing CEO Jim McNerney, and former Boeing
Commercial CEO James Albaugh at face value. The pair both made statements to Seattle media
about limiting the impact of strikes. He concurs with the NLRB opinion that these statements
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violated the National Labor Relations Act. In other words, Anthony believed the move was
illegal. At the same time, he indicated making a yes vote on the contract which dropped the
complaint.209 The contract, which provided a signing bonus, secured the 737 Max, and other
incentives. For Anthony, this held greater weight then the potential for the second 787 line to be
forced back to Seattle. Anthony and Amanda both are in agreement, that while its unsettling to
see manufacturing move out of state, it was in their best interest to secure the contract. Working
in the bustling hub of the Everett factory, it’s hard for them to envision aerospace manufacturing
completely disappearing.

Connie Kelliher
In spring of 2013 I had the opportunity to talk with Connie Kelliher, IAM 751’s
communication director and editor of the “Aero Mechanic Newspaper.” She is often quoted in
the local media, addressing the interests of the union pertaining to conflicts against Boeing.
These conflicts include issues can range to collective bargaining disagreements, strikes, and
Boeing’s production decisions.210
My objective for engaging Connie Kelliher was to understand what led to IAM 751’s
decision to endorse the ratification of the 2011 contract extension. With the approval of a four
year contract extension, the union agreed to withdraw allegations that Boeing built a
nonunionized assembly plant in South Carolina as retaliation for past strikes.211 As found in the
NLRB complaint, it’s clear that Lafe Solomon agreed with the machinists and the likely outcome
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would be the second assembly line would return to Everett. The return of the assembly line to
Washington State would be an economic boost to the region and to the union. So why did the
union’s position change?
Connie told me the union’s number one concern is jobs. The 2011 contract extension
provided assurance of the new 737 Max being assembled locally. The Boeing Company has sold
more 737s than any other aircraft. They had a tradeoff to make. The possibility of waiting years
for a resolution and risk losing more jobs, or concede the new plant opening and secure jobs for
years to come. Connie told me it was a tough decision, but politically more practical.
Although Local 751 conceded on the opening of a second 787 line in Charleston, Connie
stated that the move was illegal retaliation. Furthermore, she calls it an extension of the failed
policies that put the project billions over budget and three years behind schedule.212 In 2011,
Boeing admitted decisions on the 787 line were flawed. At a Seattle University speech, Boeing
Commercial CEO James Albaugh said "We spent a lot more money in trying to recover than we
ever would have spent if we'd tried to keep the key technologies closer to home." 213 While the
machinists must feel some vindication in Mr. Albaugh’s acknowledgement, Boeing isn’t
curtailing further spending out of state. In 2013, Boeing announced an additional billion dollar
expansion to the Charleston plant.214
Jim Albaugh’s statements make it appear the company initially thought its South
Carolina strategy would be successful. However documents obtained by IAM 751 reveal Boeing
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was aware that opening a 787 plant in South Carolina was a high risk option and likely to have
negative consequences for the company.215 The report states that the Charleston plant’s cost of
1.5-2 billion would be significantly more than the cost of staying in Everett. It goes on to say the
non-unionized workers would not be as productive as local machinists, and the project would
suffer “skill dilution” from workers and management being spread across two sites.216
The documents came as no surprise to Connie. “The Project Gemini documents prove
what we’ve suspected all along – that Boeing moved to Charleston to punish our members for
exercising their union rights.”217 Boeing’s decision to move production away from the Puget
Sound confirms its willingness to take initial losses in order to weaken union strength. Taking a
loss at the time of initial investment may be a way for the company to reap greater profits in the
future, avoiding strikes and costs of union wages. It sets a precedent: create work stoppages with
strikes and we will take production elsewhere.
The decision to open the second 787 line in Charleston reflects the current culture at
Boeing and America’s corporate culture in general. Creating shareholder value is the main
objective, while providing the workforce with job security, wages, and benefits is but a
secondary concern.218 Greenberg et al. believe this is due to structural forces at work in the
economy. The only remedy is the federal government stepping in to protect and sustain
workers.219
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As of 2014, the federal government isn’t doing a lot to prevent Boeing’s movement away
from unionized labor. In 2013, Boeing pitted states against each other for the building of the
777X. Twenty-two states submitted contracts offering millions in tax breaks and other
incentives.220 Governor Jay Inslee has been lobbying to keep Boeing in the region, and was
instrumental in helping an 8.7 billion dollar package pass through the Washington
legislature.221Yet despite the state offering Boeing generous incentives, Boeing still asked the
machinists to ratify a contract which would end pensions for new hires.222
With Governor Inslee asking the machinists to ratify the contracts, the union was once
again faced with a difficult decision. Voting yes would have financial consequences for the next
generation of workers, while voting no opened the potential for the 777X to be built elsewhere.
This predicament illustrates the ways in which a corporate friendly free market is pressuring the
Puget Sound region and its workers. Kelliher called forcing the contract on workers under threat
of moving the 777X “corporate extortion.”223
Because Boeing executives had already shown the willingness to move commercial
aircraft production out of state on the 787 Dreamliner, the union was divided over passing the
contract. Local union leaders called for his resignation of IAM President Tom Wroblewski, after
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he urged a yes vote.224The end result was a slim majority of 51% of the machinists voting to pass
the bill. “When the result was announced inside the Seattle union hall filled with militant
Machinists who opposed the contract, some men and women wiped away tears and a few cried
openly.”225Many machinists found it hard to accept its passage, especially after working so hard
to preserve pensions during the 2005 and 2008 strikes. Dana Cloud argues that rank and file
opposition to union leadership is crucial to restoring the power of unions, what she calls “loyal
opposition.”226 In the case of the 2014 contract, IAM leadership defeated union democracy by
voting at a strategic time. Kelliher contested the results, stating 25% of the members were unable
to vote due to being away on holiday vacation.227 Asking Connie how she felt about the
relationship between Boeing and the union, she said “we can’t ever let our guards down.” 228

CONCLUSION
Issues are still unfolding with the 787 Dreamliner, and so considerable time is still
needed to assess the full effects of Boeing’s production decisions. History shows that production
problems and cost overruns have happened to previous projects, including the 747 and 777.
However none of the caliber we’ve seen so far on the 787. Certainly no past issues equate to the
malfunctions and public danger of the 787s already in service have presented.
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Despite the setbacks, cost overruns, and delays, the aircraft will likely lead to significant
profits for Boeing in ten years times. The real question is, was it worth the costs to the Puget
Sound and its workforce? Undoubtedly, my position and many other locals is no. The evidence
I’ve presented shows that what Boeing undertook was unprecedented, untested, and with
management fully aware of risks. This allows me to draw the conclusion that the strategy was to
weaken reliance on Puget Sound workers and unions. The union contracts post-South Carolina
assembly backs this up, including higher health premiums, loss of jobs, pensions, and
legitimizing move to S.C. for striking. Whereas in the past workers were guaranteed that Boeing
would manufacture its aircrafts locally, now Washington must fight tooth and nail for every inch
of every contract.
Despite these factors, it would be wrong to make a blanket statement against Boeing.
When I set out on this research, I wanted my findings to be painted in black and white. The fact
is, it’s not… Boeing and the cluster of local aerospace firms still provide great economic activity
for the region; jobs, multiplier effects, tax revenue, and infrastructure development. Boeing
employment opportunities are some of the best the state has to offer, with a special focus on
hiring women and minorities. Workers like my friend Amanda, and many other friends and
acquaintances, have access to living wage jobs that can support a family, provide a high standard
of living, all without the opportunity costs of receiving a college education.
But it’s these same reasons why when we see Boeing moving production away from the
region, we should be fighting to make sure it remains local for generations to come. As Puget
Sound residents, we should never take what we have locally for granted, lest we become Detroit,
Baltimore or any other great American city hit by industry outflow and economic depression.
This is why I believe in the Washington Aerospace Partnership, a nonprofit uniting labor,
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industry, and government. Working together is the best approach toward preservation, not
conflict but compromise. Governor Jay Inslee, who partnered with the Aerospace Industry
Strategy, is also a shining example of the kind of leadership we need. He’s a true pragmatist,
willing to take losses in order to make gains and keep a robust aerospace economy. Given the
nature of the global economy, technological change, developing economies, and the proliferation
of information communication technology, trade-offs are a necessity in preventing Boeing’s
further outflow from region.
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